LETTERS
Recombinant DNA Rules: B. Talbot; Pollution, Plants, and Fertilizer: N. R. Glass; Fusion: Funding Alternatives: H. L. Berk and B. McNamara

EDITORIAL
Cancer: Opportunism and Opportunity

ARTICLES
Superacids: G. A. Olah, G. K. Surya Prakash, J. Sommer

NEWS AND COMMENT
NRC Shuts Down Submarine Fuel Plant
China's Leaders Explain Views on Science
Relaxation Seen in Nonproliferation Policy
A Kind Word for OPEC

Briefing: Eli Lilly Agrees Not to Monopolize Insulin Market; Worse News About PCB's; Postscripts
Hughes Institute Reborn Amid Strife

RESEARCH NEWS
Rings Around the Solar System
Lowering the Cost of Alcohol

ANNUAL MEETING
Tours; AAAS Science Film Festival; Registration and Housing Forms

AAAS NEWS
Science 80 to Have Big Launch; Malcolm to Head OOS; Long Beach to Be Site for Solar Seminar; AAAS and NAS Issue Joint Appeal to Argentine Government; Reviewers Sought

BOOK REVIEWS
Sex-Related Differences in Cognitive Functioning, reviewed by L. J. Harris; Electricity before Nationalisation, J. E. Brittain; Infrared Astronomy, F. C. Gillett; Mazon Creek Fossils, W. C. Sweet